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Beautiful Cannas

Cheap Cannas.

Don't let anybody deceive you about cheap. If you do you will be sorry. You may get a small lot of bulbs but generally they come from the West Indies. If you have too much of these you may as well never try again, for you will be sorry if you do. These bulbs will never grow in your garden for they are not adapted to your climate. So if you are willing to spend some money you will get the right thing.

Plants Better Than Bulbs.

Some of the plants that you can get for very little money are better than the bulbs. These can be grown in the same way as the bulbs. The best way to grow these plants is to get the soil moist and put them in the soil. This will help them to grow better. They will also grow better if you put them in the shade.

Have Your Ground Ready.

It is better to have the ground ready before you buy the plants. This way you will be sure to get the right kind of soil. You can also see if the soil is moist. If it is not moist you can add water to it. You can also see if the soil is not too rich. If it is too rich you can add some peat moss or compost to it.

How to Plant and Care for Cannas.

The best way to plant and care for Cannas is to dig a hole in the ground. Put the plant in the hole and cover it with soil. Water the plant well after you have planted it. You can also add some fertilizer to the soil. You can add some compost to the soil. You can also add some peat moss to the soil. You can also add some manure to the soil.

Five Best Cannas.

The best Cannas are the following: 1. The Red Cannas. 2. The Blue Cannas. 3. The Yellow Cannas. 4. The Green Cannas. 5. The White Cannas.

Gold Glow.

Golden Glow is very hardy, the plant borders the ground, grows from 3 to 5 ft. high. It blooms June or July, and is a favorite in the south. It is a canna and should be grown in the same way as the other Cannas.

Ribbon Grass.

This grass is a canna and should be grown like the other Cannas. It is a canna and should be grown like the other Cannas. It is a canna and should be grown like the other Cannas.

Queen Helen.

The Wonderfull Helen have hundred or quills. This is a canna and should be grown like the other Cannas. It is a canna and should be grown like the other Cannas. It is a canna and should be grown like the other Cannas.

Chinese Woolflower.

This woolflower is a canna and should be grown like the other Cannas. It is a canna and should be grown like the other Cannas. It is a canna and should be grown like the other Cannas.